Our Mission
To provide professional, comprehensive, culturally inclusive mental health and substance abuse
treatment services; to create opportunities and environments that empower people to recover
and improve their quality of life; and to promote public acceptance of mental illness.

Our Values
 Mental health is an integral part of the well-being of all individuals and is fundamental to the

quality of life of our entire community.
 Professional and comprehensive mental health and substance abuse treatment services

are most effective when readily accessible, culturally sensitive, responsive to the needs of
individuals and their families, and delivered in the most effective setting.
 Consumer-focused services require commitment to customer satisfaction and the concern of

the individual.
 Ongoing training is essential to the professional development of Arapahoe/Douglas Mental

Health Network personnel.
 Successful delivery of mental health and substance abuse treatment services is strengthened

by public acceptance and strong community support.
 The planning and decision making process is enhanced by including employees and

consumers.
 Fiscal responsibility is vital to the success of our mission.

Dear Friends of ADMHN,
We were recently asked to define success for ADMHN, and of course, there
are many ways to do this. For our consumers, it could be achieving the
goals of their treatment plans, or finding acceptance in the community.
For staff, it might be completing new training, or working more effectively
with consumers.
For ADMHN as an organization, an important way to define our long term success is that our programs and services are even more
accessible to the people in our community, and are responsive to the needs of our community. With that in mind, we’d like to tell you
about a few of our initiatives in the coming year.
Of note:
 We are a part of the dialogue at state and local levels about the numbers of people with mental illness in our criminal
justice system. New mental health court, jail re-entry, and diversion projects reflect the belief that community-based
treatment is less costly for the system and more effective for the client than institutionalization. At every point along the
path of law enforcement/criminal justice involvement there is a need for mental health treatment. ADMHN led the way in
this area with our Crisis Intervention Case Management program, and will remain active in the discussion as these entities
seek to understand and manage working with people with mental illness.
 Growing awareness of the correlation between mental illness and substance abuse has brought new interest in consolidating
services to ensure a full continuum of treatment for people with this dual diagnosis. This is an opportunity to expand our
highly successful Aquarius Center that has been in place since 1977, and was the first dual diagnosis outpatient program in
Colorado to integrate treatment for chemical dependency and mental health issues.
 Responding to high demand, especially for child and family services, and following population growth, we plan to offer
services at a new facility east of I-25. Services and facilities in Littleton will not change.
 And, our profession is changing. Research and production of psychiatric medicines, and new evidence-based practices for
therapy have led to less restrictive levels of care, and changes in the scope and focus of traditional therapies. Our commitment
to offer the best possible mental health services to our consumers means that we must continue to invest in ongoing advanced
clinical training for our staff, and to serve as a training ground by taking interns from local colleges and universities.
We stay responsive to the needs of our community by working collaboratively with more than 30 city and county agencies and other
non profits in our area. And, as a member organization of the Colorado Behavioral Healthcare Council, we stay aware of, and are
involved in, issues at the state level.
Of course, our ultimate goal is to bring people with mental illness in our doors, and we are concerned about those people who lack
health insurance, and don’t have the funds to pay. For that reason, our fundraising efforts – our annual fund and our special events
– are focused on bringing in contributions that can help pay for care for this group of people. Our fundraising program is still in its
infancy, but we’ll continue to work hard to increase the dollars available for individuals with low incomes and no health insurance.
Sincerely,

Scott R. Thoemke, M.Ed, CAC III
Executive Director/CEO

Thomas Flanagan, Jr.
Board Chair

Purpose.

At Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network, our purpose, or
mission, is to provide professional, comprehensive, culturally
inclusive mental health and substance abuse treatment
services; to create opportunities and environments that
empower people to recover and improve their quality of life;
and to promote public acceptance of those with mental illness.
To achieve this, we partner with our consumers and many
different community resources to build programs and services
that truly meet the needs of individuals with mental illness.
A few recent examples include:
Expanded
Pharmacy
Services
Last year,
ADMHN opened
a pharmacy
located in its
5500 S. Sycamore
St. building
In FY07–08, pharmacy services will expand to include courier
in downtown
delivery to other ADMHN offices and prescription mail delivery.
Littleton.
Stocking psychiatric drugs as well as common medications
for physical health disorders, the on-site pharmacy offers
consumers the convenience of “one-stop shopping” for all their
pharmacy needs. As a non-profit, ADMHN utilizes pharmacy
profits to reduce co-pays for clients’ medications and to
subsidize the organization’s broadening indigent services. In
FY07–08, the ADMHN pharmacy will offer courier
service to some of its ancillary locations so consumers
can pick up their prescriptions right where they
receive their services. Prescription mail delivery will
also be available for a minimal fee.

Intensive Services Team

providing an alternative
to costly out-of-home
placements or hospitalizations. Treatment is based
on the belief that children’s
ADMHN’s Intensive Services Team provides in-home
problems develop in the
therapy for children and families in crisis.
context of the family
and community. Behavior modification, problem solving, and
communication and negotiation skills are emphasized, along
with practical coping skills that families can use long after the
program is completed. In its first year, the Intensive Services
Team served more than 70 families.

Aftercare Program
Recognizing a need for continued care among dually diagnosed consumers, ADMHN implemented its Aftercare
Program in January 2007. The Aftercare Program strongly
complements the work that begins in the Chemical
Dependency Outpatient Program and Relapse Prevention
Group within ADMHN’s Aquarius Center by filling the gap
during the crucial time immediately following the completion
of treatment – when consumers are most apt to relapse.
Through the program, consumers receive emotional, behavioral and physical support, boosting the odds that they will
succeed in their recovery journey.

Senior Peer Program
Also in January 2007, ADMHN added two senior peer
specialists to its Older Adult program in an effort to further
enhance the care it provides to consumers 60 years of age and
older. The senior peer specialists augment the work that first
begins in therapy by pairing an older adult who has received
mental health services at ADMHN with a skilled senior peer
specialist who serves as a trusted friend, offering assistance with
the special concerns of
aging like loneliness,
change and loss.
Referred to one of the
senior peers by their
clinician, seniors in the
program are generally
contacted by phone
each week and meet
with their senior peer
once or twice a month,
depending on need.

For children who need more acute services, ADMHN
launched an Intensive Services Team in July 2006. A
short-term program designed especially for families
in crisis, this powerful family therapy offers the
best chance of keeping children at home, thereby
Senior Peer Specialist Kathy Enloe-Miller meets with senior consumers regularly to

offer assistance with the special concerns of aging such as loneliness, change and loss.

Family Support & Education Program

Employment Services

ADMHN also introduced its Family Support & Education
More than 30 consumers gained employment during FY06–07
Program in FY06–07. An evidence-based practice, the Family
through ADMHN’s employment programs. Consumers
Support & Education Program provides individuals with
interested in returning to paid employment may access the
schizophrenia and their loved ones with empowerment through
Supported Employment Program (SEP) at ADMHN’s S.T.A.R.
support and education. The skills-based program consists of
Reach Clubhouse. Most often, referrals are made by a case
a series of family and group sessions where consumers and
manager or therapist. An excellent step toward returning to paid
families come together to learn about the consumer’s mental
employment, SEP offers support with job-seeking skills, resume
illness and how to work
writing, interviewing and job
toward improving relationcoaching.
ships. Problem-solving
ADMHN’s Transitional
and communication skills,
Employment Program (TEP) gives
for example, help with
consumers the opportunity to
issues such as finding and
gain confidence and work expekeeping a job; taking part
rience by placing them in safe and
in social activities; family
manageable positions that ease
stress; disagreements about
them into the workforce. TE jobs
medication; lack of energy;
are part-time, entry-level posiand drugs and alcohol. The
tions and typically last six to nine
program is facilitated by
months. When a new TE position
mental health professionals
is awarded, a S.T.A.R. Reach
and has been proven
Clubhouse staff member first
effective in decreasing
learns the job. In turn, the staff
symptoms,
Funds from the ADMHN’s 2006 Mental Health Benefit Luncheon helped launch the Family Support &
member trains the participating
Education Program aimed at helping consumers and their families better understand and cope with
relapses and
schizophrenia.
consumers, then stays with the
rehospitalization.
consumer for as long as it takes
him or her to become comfortable on the job. Throughout
Infant & Early Childhood Services
the job period, the staff member visits the job site regularly
and accepts responsibility for the job, filling in any time the
In April 2006, ADMHN launched its Infant & Early Childhood
consumer is unavailable. At the end of a consumer’s placement,
Services program. Funded by the State of Colorado, ADMHN’s
the staff member trains a new member for the position with
Infant & Early Childhood program provides mental health
no disruption of the work routine. With each placement,
services to uninsured children under age 6 and their families.
consumers gain experience, confidence and a sense of accomServices include individual and family therapy, therapeutic
plishment, which in turn, strengthens their capacity for living a
groups, psychomore productive life.
educational groups
and medication. In
addition to providing
direct services, the
program also involves
collaboration with
pre-schools, local
school districts,
human service
agencies and other
community organizations about how best
to meet the special
mental health needs
of the very young.

Thanks to the following employers for partnering with
ADMHN and the S.T.A.R. Reach Clubhouse to help consumers
return to paid employment:
Barnes & Noble
City of Littleton
Fazolis
Fresh Start Cleaners
King Soopers
North American Handico
South Metro Chamber of Commerce

ADMHN’s Infant & Early Childhood Services program provides
mental health services for uninsured children under age six and
their families thanks to state funding.

Promise.

At ADMHN, it is our promise to improve the health and quality
of life for those in the communities we serve. By collaborating
with a wide range of community organizations and task forces
we strive to:
 Improve customer access to mental health services
 Create new programs to meet unmet community needs
 Coordinate care for people who need multiple services
 Support children and their families
 Improve the health and well-being of older adults
 Enhance public safety
OUR RECENT COLLABORATIONS INCLUDE:
Co-located Staff
 Englewood High School
Thanks to grant funding
secured by Englewood
High School, an ADMHN
Child & Family Services
therapist spends two
days a week at the school
providing services to
uninsured students and
those with Medicaid.
Students with other
insurance are referred
to the Child & Family
Services office in Littleton. An ADMHN therapist spends two days a week at Englewood High
School providing services to uninsured students and those with
Medicaid.

 Arapahoe Park Pediatrics
In an effort to further increase access to mental health services,
ADMHN partners with Arapahoe Park Pediatrics to provide a
licensed therapist in the Littleton pediatric office for 10 hours
per week. In the first year of the partnership, the therapist met
with nearly 60 patients; 38 percent of those patients became
ADMHN consumers.
 Tri-County Health Department
ADMHN partners with nursing staff at Tri-County Health
Department to bring mental health services to consumers with
high-risk pregnancies. This therapist sees pregnant women,

sometimes in their homes, and offers education, referral information and support.
 Marvin W. Foote Youth Services Center & Juvenile Assessment Center
At the Marvin W. Foote Youth Services Center, an ADMHN
therapist offers youth offenders mental health assessments,
treatment, support and recommendations. The ADMHN
psychiatrist provides medication evaluations and medication
follow-up services. Two full-time ADMHN therapists work at
the Juvenile Assessment Center to assess youth brought in by
parents or police officers.

Cherry Creek Mental Health LINK
ADMHN recently joined forces with Aurora Mental Health
Center and the 18th Judicial District Juvenile Services Board to
provide mental health services to children in the Cherry Creek
School District. The project, called Cherry Creek Mental Health
LINK (Local Intervention Network for Kids), is intended to
construct systems to promote healthy development and prevent
problems, respond to problems as soon after onset as is feasible,
and provide intensive care when necessary. ADMHN’s role in
the LINK project is to train teachers to identify mental illness
among students and develop referral protocols for those times
when children must be referred outside the school system. The
LINK project is funded by the U.S. Department of Education.

Greater Littleton Youth Initiative
The Greater Littleton Youth Initiative (GLYI) is a strategic
approach to enhance the development of young people and
prevent youth violence in the Littleton community. ADMHN
collaborates closely with the GLYI to educate, assess the needs
of Littleton’s youth, raise funds, and allocate available resources
to programs that will meet the GLYI mission. ADMHN also
has partnered with GLYI and the City of Littleton to provide
Functional Family Therapy to many Littleton families in need.

Douglas County Youth Initiative
The Douglas County Youth Initiative is a collaborative project
between the Douglas County government, the Douglas County
School District, the City of Lone Tree, the Town of Castle Rock
and the Town of Parker aimed at coordinating local youthserving efforts and assessing the needs of the community’s kids.
ADMHN is represented by key staff members who participate in
regular meetings that address juvenile justice issues and alcohol/
drug use among children.

Imagine a world without stigma. A world where everyone felt
confident and free to seek mental health treatment without the
fear of being judged. A world where mental health treatment
is accessible and affordable for anyone who needs it. A world of
limitless possibilities for those treated for mental illness.
The reality, however, is that only eight million of the 54 million
Americans diagnosed with mental illness in a given year actually
seek treatment. And when mental illness goes untreated, the
impact is felt by everyone. Family members, friends, neighbors
and co-workers are all affected. So imagine the possibilities for
all of us if help is available for those who need mental health
services the most.
The stigma of mental illness has always been a barrier for those
seeking treatment, and at Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health
Network, we are dedicated to implementing initiatives aimed
at reducing that stigma. We’re in the community regularly
talking about mental illness in an attempt to bring a mainstream
awareness to the issue. We also focus our fundraising efforts

Fundraising Events
In FY06–07, Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health
Network (ADMHN) held two fundraising events –
our second annual “Raising Spirits” Wine Tasting
& Auction and our sixth annual Mental Health
Benefit Luncheon.
Last fall, nearly 200 guests attended our second
annual “Raising Spirits” Wine Tasting & Auction
at the Sanctuary Golf Course. Thanks to corporate
sponsors such as Intermountain Rural Electric
Association (IREA), Bank of Choice, Christian Living
Communities, Citywide Banks, Community Reach
and Kaiser Permanente, the event raised more
than $30,000 for uninsured and underinsured
individuals in need of mental health and substance
abuse treatment services.
In May 2007, ADMHN hosted its sixth annual
Mental Health Benefit Luncheon at the Inverness
Hotel & Conference Center. Lonise Bias, mother

on helping individuals in need of mental health and substance
abuse treatment services who have little or no insurance – so
that once they have the courage to seek treatment services, they
aren’t turned away.
Thanks to many individuals and organizations, ADMHN is
able to turn possibilities into realities. Last year, we launched
our first annual fund campaign which raised nearly $20,000
for uninsured and underinsured individuals in need of mental
health and substance abuse treatment services. Our two
fundraising events (see sidebar) raised nearly $80,000, also for
individuals in need of services but with little or no insurance.
And through generous foundation grants, we are able to keep
a many of our programs operating. The Colorado Health
Foundation and Caring for Colorado Foundation provided
continued funding for our CIT Case Management Program. The
PAJWELL Foundation gave in support of the Clubhouse and
the Family Support & Education Program. The Philip S. Miller
Grant Program supported services for children and adolescents
in Douglas County, and a grant from New Belgium Brewing
Company was directed to the Aftercare Program. NAMI
Arapahoe/Douglas made several gifts throughout the year to
further Clubhouse activities and in support of our events.

of the late University of Maryland
basketball player Len Bias, served as
they keynote speaker and inspired
luncheon guests by sharing how
she turned her personal tragedy
(the loss of two sons) into a mission
of hope for community and family.
The event raised nearly $50,000
for uninsured and underinsured
individuals in need of mental health
and substance abuse treatment
services. Corporate sponsors
included Citywide Banks, Arapahoe
and Douglas Counties, Arapahoe
House, Aurora Mental Health Center, Behavioral
Healthcare Inc., Christian Living Communities,
Community Reach Center, Crossroads Turning
Points, Highlands Behavioral Health System,
Intermountain Rural Electric Association, Kaiser
Permanente, Lockton Companies, LLC, Mercer
Health and Benefits, National Alliance on

Mental Illness
(Arapahoe/
Douglas
chapter), Palace
Construction
and Signal
Behavioral
Health Network.

ago. She left home at 16 because, “I wasn’t in a family that could
help me figure out where I was supposed to be going or validate
what I was feeling,” Alicia recalls. “I tried, but everything I did –
and felt – was wrong.”

Alicia’s Story

For most of her 37 years, Alicia’s life has been an unending
emotional rollercoaster; the equivalent of living on a
psychological edge. But three years ago her life took a turn for
the better when, as a condition of her probation, Alicia became
a consumer at ADMHN.
Alicia now sees that her struggles with drinking, depression,
fighting, relationships and all too frequent arrests were symptoms
of a larger mental illness known as borderline personality disorder
(BPD).
Clinically, BPD is a serious mental illness. People who have BPD
often behave aggressively, have difficulty controlling emotions and
impulses, and wrestle with unstable, intense relationships. BPD
is thought to be caused by biological and environmental factors
that arise from childhood development, with symptoms generally
occurring by early adulthood, if not sooner.
People with BPD lack the coping and control mechanisms that
regulate emotions and impulses. For those like Alicia who are
caught in its unrelenting grasp, BPD is often the catalyst that leads
to homelessness, incarceration, chronic addiction and a path
littered with damaged relationships.
“Consumers vary widely in the severity of symptoms,” explains
Joy deGraffenried, Alicia’s primary therapist and manager of
ADMHN’s Adult Outpatient Progam. “Many with this disorder
struggle with constant thoughts of suicide and a high number
make suicide attempts due to feelings of powerlessness and hopelessness. Some practice self-injury, like cutting.”
For Alicia, life has been challenging almost since birth. At six
months, she became a ward of the state after her parents were
jailed. Shortly after, her aunt stepped in to raise her – a woman
Alicia believed was her biological mother up until several years

After many turbulent years and abusive relationships, she ended
up on the streets where her alcoholism and fighting escalated
– along with her arrests. “At one point, I went to jail maybe 30
times in a year,” she says. “I thought that’s where I was supposed
to be. Jail was the one place that actually gave me stability and
a sense of safety. In fact, I begged them to keep me after I was
released once because I had nowhere to go and I didn’t want to
start drinking again.”
At the height of her illness, Alicia attempted suicide. “I was
tired of being the person I was and the life I was leading. I
wanted it to end.”
Three years ago, she entered ADMHN’s Aquarius Center which
effectively treats adults challenged by chemical dependency and
mental illness. It would be the first step of a lengthy journey that
eventually would transform Alicia’s life.
Barely clean and sober, she reluctantly agreed to Dialectical
Behavior Therapy (DBT) at the urging of her therapist and
probation officer alike. (See “What is DBT?” this page.)
By no means a quick fix, Alicia says that DBT has “turned her
life around.” It is one of the most challenging programs she’s ever
participated in at ADMHN, and she credits the therapy with
helping to bring her 13-year old son back into her life. She is
eager to regain his trust by building a new relationship with him.
Alicia now has hopes, dreams and new-found confidence.
She recently received a personal success award at Behavioral
Healthcare Inc.’s annual consumer recovery gala. She plans to
get her high school equivalency degree and then continue her
education – possibly using her experiences to help others via a
career in human services or as a probation officer. Despite the
sizable time commitment, Alicia says she will continue in the
DBT program to further her recovery.
“I have a job, a home and I’ve regained custody of my son,” she
says with pride. “I feel like I’m finally on the right path. I’m
excited to have this second chance.”

What is DBT?
Dialectical Behavior Therapy, or DBT, focuses on
helping consumers with Borderline Personality
Disorder (BPD) modify their ways of thinking
and behaving. DBT is the only research-based
treatment protocol for individuals with BPD, and
consumers with the disorder at ADMHN are seen by
clinicians extensively trained in this model.

The intensive 24-week outpatient program helps
consumers like Alicia learn self acceptance along
with everyday coping skills that can help them
gain better control of their emotions and impulses.
DBT uses group therapy to teach the four core skills
that are central to this therapy, and clients also
learn to integrate these teachings into their daily

lives during individual therapy. The four core skills
are core mindfulness, emotion regulation, stress
tolerance and interpersonal effectiveness.
For more information about DBT, call ADMHN at
303.730.8858.

Keyanna’s Story

Everyone can use a friend – especially a troubled “tween.” For
Keyanna, 12, that friend turned out to be Katie Fields, one of
ADMHN’s specially trained adult mentors.
Keyanna was first seen in Child & Family Services in 2005 when
her mother Marlene sought help for Keyanna’s increasingly outof-control behavior. Since then, Keyanna has not only taken part
in individual therapy but in Functional Family Therapy as well –
an intensive intervention program that is effective for high-risk
youth and their families.
As Keyanna’s treatment progressed, she also entered ADMHN’s
Mentoring Program which pairs vulnerable, at-risk youth with
caring adult mentors – like Katie – who serve as trusted friends.
(See “ADMHN Mentoring Program” this page.)
“Mentors support in ways that the treatment team simply
cannot,” says Keyanna’s case manager Ashley Taylor. “Mentors
are the ideal resource to bounce questions off of like, ‘What can
I do about the problems I’m having with my friend?’ or ‘What
should I do about the math class I’m getting Ds in?’ Because of
this special relationship, these kids are more likely to open up
about what’s really on their minds.”
In the year that Keyanna and Katie have worked together, Katie
has seen their relationship grow – along with Keyanna’s confidence. “Katie and I have gone to movies, played miniature golf,
roller skated and taken the light rail downtown,” Keyanna says,
thinking back over a few of their outings. “She’s also helped me
know what to do if I’m not getting along with a friend.”

“Keyanna was so quiet during our initial meetings,” Katie recalls,
“but now we joke around and talk easily. She’s so much more
at ease. Our visits have also given us an opportunity to discuss
how Keyanna can communicate and handle conflict better and
an understanding of why it’s so important for her to listen to her
own ‘voice’ about how she feels.”
Marlene sees a difference in Keyanna too. “It’s helped Keyanna
to have someone to talk to besides friends her own age,” she
says. “Katie is able to help Keyanna in ways that her peers simply
cannot.”
Marlene also believes that mom and daughter benefit from the
much needed break that mentoring provides the family, which is
another benefit of the program. “It helps both of us to have some
time apart,” Marlene maintains. (Depending on schedules, Katie
and Keyanna typically touch base every two weeks for a couple
of hours.)
Keyanna is doing so well now that her treatment team recently
decided she should receive case management and medication
services only – the lowest level of care available at ADMHN.
And while life isn’t perfect, “it’s certainly a whole lot better,”
Marlene admits.
For her part, Katie is pleased to have played a role in Keyanna’s
progress. “To know you’ve somehow made a difference in the
life of someone like Keyanna who needed that extra support,
and then to have the privilege of watching her become more
self-assured in the process, is absolutely the greatest reward in
being a mentor.”

ADMHN Mentoring Program
Started in 2005, the ADMHN Mentoring Program
provides supportive role models to youth who are in
need of positive relationships with trusted adults.
Mentors complement clinical work by giving youth
extra help and an attentive ear, along with an
avenue to freely share whatever is on their minds
– without the worry of being judged or criticized.
Mentors offer beneficial one-on-one time, and
fun and safe activities like camping trips, cultural
outings and park visits.

However, mentors have a solid grasp of adolescent
mental health needs. Each mentor at ADMHN
must have at least a bachelor’s degree in a
mental health related field (most have graduate
or post graduate degrees) as well as a general
understanding of the types of diagnoses that are
found specifically in children and adolescents.
A minimum of a year working with youth in a
human services field is also required.
A mentoring relationship offers children and

teens a safe place to confide, process and
share, and it is effective. For children and teens
considered at high risk of being placed outside
the home a dedicated mentor can make a critical
difference.
For more information about ADMHN’s Mentoring
Program, call 303.730.8858.

interaction while they develop job skills and complete tasks that
are valued by the entire Clubhouse community.

Erick’s Story

Like many 21-year-olds, Erick Gutierrez is enthusiastic about
the future. He shares the same hopes and dreams as other
young adults with one noteworthy difference – Erick has
schizophrenia. But with help from Arapahoe/Douglas Mental
Health Network and the support of its S.T.A.R. Reach Clubhouse,
Erick is living proof that a severe mental illness doesn’t have to
define you.
Diagnosed at age 17, the Littleton resident says his symptoms
came on one day out of the blue. Nearly four years ago, he
became a member of the S.T.A.R. Reach Clubhouse where
individuals living with severe and persistent mental illnesses like
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression find hope,
acceptance, inspiration and abundant opportunity. (See “S.T.A.R.
Reach Clubhouse” this page.)

Clubhouse membership has led Erick to a more productive and
fulfilling life. He has taken advantage of all it has to offer, finding
renewed confidence, self-worth, friendship and life skills along
the way that he credits with helping him attain a new part-time
job as a courtesy clerk at a local King Soopers.
Erick initially participated in the Clubhouse’s Transitional
Employment program, a partnership between the local business
community and the S.T.A.R. Reach Clubhouse that provides
an opportunity for members to gain work experience through
part-time, temporary positions that typically last six months.
In return, the Clubhouse guarantees the job will be performed
to the employer’s satisfaction, with no absenteeism, additional
training requirements or lowering of job standards.
“Erick has a strong work ethic,” says Deirdre Sage, unit coordinator, who along with Kelly Johnson, Clubhouse vocational
counselor, has helped him take the next step to Supported
Employment, which provides job seeking skills, resume writing,
interviewing and job coaching for consumers who are ready to
obtain their own jobs.

According to Clubhouse Supervisor Peter Czolowski, S.T.A.R.
Reach works to improve the quality of life for adults with serious
mental illness by facilitating meaningful work and relationships
in an environment filled with social, educational, recreational
and vocational opportunities.

“Before I applied to King Soopers, Deidre and I talked about
what employers would expect and what kinds of interview questions they might ask,” Erick says, noting with pride that he alone
took the initiative to fill out his application on-line and follow up
with the hiring manager.

“We believe that each member has a valuable contribution
to make and we rely on our members in order to operate,”
says Peter, in explaining the concept of the work-ordered
day. Members and staff alike work on meaningful tasks like
Clubhouse management, community outreach and food services
that are essential to the daily running of S.T.A.R. Reach and
closely simulate the work environment that lies just outside the
Clubhouse. For many members, joining the Clubhouse represents a first opportunity to ease into the world of work and social

“I want to be productive and the Clubhouse has helped make
that possible,” Erick says with a warm smile. He has elected to
have Kelly as his job coach, giving him an advocate and an extra
measure of support at his new workplace.
“Erick is a real inspiration to other Clubhouse members,” Deirdre
says. “He’s not only the face of a successful recovery, but proof
positive that it’s possible to thrive despite having a serious
mental illness.”

S.T.A.R. Reach Clubhouse
Since opening its doors in 1994, the S.T.A.R. Reach
Clubhouse has served more than 1,000 Arapahoe
and Douglas County individuals living with severe
and persistent mental illness.
S.T.A.R. Reach is based on the Clubhouse
Rehabilitation Model established by Fountain
House in New York City more than 50 years ago.
Central to the Clubhouse model is membership.

Individuals with a mental illness participating
in Clubhouse programs are known as members
in order to reinforce their status as equal,
independent and self-sufficient members of the
Clubhouse community. Membership is life long,
and members are encouraged to volunteer in the
management and delivery of Clubhouse support
services.

For more information about ADMHN’s S.T.A.R.
Reach Clubhouse, call 303.798.0128 or visit
www.starreachclubhouse.com.

Tami’s Story

Tami Reigies had ridden an emotional rollercoaster to the
depths of despair.
After being diagnosed with bipolar disorder, Tami lost her
job, custody of her children, her relationship, her home and –
nearly – her life. When she attempted suicide by cutting her
wrists, the Douglas County sheriff’s deputy who took her to the
emergency room also referred her name to ADHMN’s Crisis
Intervention Team (CIT) Case Management Program.
“I don’t believe I’d be here today without the CIT program,” says
Tami, 45, a year after hitting bottom. “I was as low as you could
go. … Now, I’m cautiously optimistic about the future.”
In retrospect, she thinks her mental illness, which is characterized by extreme mood swings, began affecting her life
after she married. At the time, she believed the angry rages
she felt were normal – even though she has broken each hand
and jumped from a moving car during some of her emotional
upheavals. She and her then-husband moved to Colorado about
six years ago with their four boys, now 20, 16, 9 and 7 years old.
“I was up and down, had peaks and valleys,” she recalls.
CIT case manager Debi Gutierrez contacted Tami after the
suicide attempt. Each CIT contact is different. Some people
hang up, get angry or become defensive. Others relate their life
stories. Still others are surprised anyone cares. Debi and the
other two case managers in the CIT programs gently feel out
each person and offer help.

Debi sensed real despair when she talked to Tami. “I remember
she seemed pretty hopeless, like she was carrying a million tons on
her back,” Debi recalls. “I was concerned. She said she hadn’t been
out of the house for days. I tried to get her to agree to come in.”
Tami did. “It was hard to come in and to come to terms with my
mental illness. Debi made me feel it was all right to trust her,”
Tami says.
Debi referred her to a therapist, with whom Tami is still working.
Her life has gradually improved: she has a job in a satellite television call center, rents her own apartment, and visits regularly
with her children. Could she have afforded therapy and medications without the CIT program? “Oh, definitely not,” she says.
“When I lost my job, I lost my insurance.”
Today, the transformation in Tami is stunning to her one-time
case manager. “It’s so fantastic to see you a year later with your
bright smile and your bright personality,” Debi tells Tami.
CIT programs were created throughout the United States after a
1988 police shooting in Memphis involving a mentally ill person.
CIT programs train law enforcement officers to recognize mental
illness, defuse potentially violent situations and refer individuals
for help. The ADMHN program is unusual in that it coordinates referrals from law enforcement agencies with services in
14 different locations, says Scott Thoemke, ADMHN executive
director and chief executive officer (See “CIT Case Management
Program” this page.)
“It’s working wonderfully,” says Scott. “We’ve seen more than 300
individuals in two years. We are significantly reducing their law
enforcement contacts by our work with them.”
Article reprinted with permission from The Colorado Health Foundation.

CIT Case Management Program
ADMHN participates in Crisis Intervention
Team (CIT) training, conducted by the Colorado
Department of Criminal Justice, for the sheriff’s
departments of Arapahoe and Douglas counties,
and all local police departments. Officers learn to
recognize mental illness and to effectively manage
crisis interactions with individuals who have a
mental illness.
After an encounter with someone they believe to
have a mental illness, officers refer the individual
to ADMHN’s CIT Case Management team for crisis
stabilization, such as evaluation, finding housing,

food, psychiatric services, or medical treatment.
Whenever possible, the clients are then enrolled
in treatment plans and receive ongoing case
management. CIT case managers also provide
consultations, support and ongoing training to law
enforcement. The program has been expanded to
include School Resource Officers in order to reach
students in crisis, and a jail release program with
the Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office.
Start-up funding for the CIT Case Management
Program, as well as two additional years of
operating funding, was given by Caring for

Colorado Foundation and The Colorado Health
Foundation. These grants supported case
managers’ salaries, and provided therapies and
treatment for CIT-referred clients who had no
insurance.
Since its inception in November 2004, through
FY 2007, the CIT Case Management Program
received 447 referrals from law enforcement
officers throughout our service area, and
provided 22,476 services to consumers referred
through the CIT program.

Performance.

FY06–07 Operating Results
Revenue:

Net client service revenue		$ 8,710,703
Government revenue:
		 Federal		
98,705
		 State of Colorado, Division of Mental Health		 1,262,021
		 State of Colorado, other		 795,777
		 Local		 614,606
			
Total government revenue $2,771,109
Public support revenues		
835,326
Pharmacy sales		
1,647,367
Miscellaneous revenue		
943,550
			
Total operating revenue $14,908,055

Expenses:
Mental health services		 $10,153,073
Alcohol and drug programs		
528,612
Other expenses		
706,377
Fund raising		
146,290
Cost of prescriptions sold		
1,576,214
General and administrative		
2,060,705
			
Total expenses $15,171,271

Operating Income (Loss)

				

($263,216)

Investment Income
Equity investments		
Interest income		
			
Total investment income

Increase in Unrestricted Net Assets

				

In FY06–07, we served 4,915 people,
a 5% increase over the previous year.
Child (0-11)
Adolescent (12-17)
Adult (18-59)
Older Adult (60+)
Unknown
		

650
861
2,852
525
27
4,915

$183,273
263,144
$446,417
$183,201

Special thanks to our donors

Corporations, Government and Foundations

Very special thanks to Caring for Colorado Foundation and The Colorado Health Foundation for their continued support of the CIT Case Management Program.
Grants from these two foundations have made this valuable program possible.
AIG Valic

Christian Living Communities

Arapahoe County

City of Greenwood Village

Arapahoe House

City of Littleton

AstraZeneca LP

City of Lone Tree

Aurora Mental Health Center

Citywide Banks

Bank of Choice

The Colorado Family Center

Behavioral HealthCare Inc.

The Colorado Health Foundation

Caring for Colorado Foundation

Community Reach Center

Centennial Mental Health Center, Inc

Crossroads Turning Points Inc.

Douglas County
Douglas County Community Development
Block Grant Program
In-Net, Inc.
Intergroup Architects
Intermountain Rural Electric Association
Janssen Pharmaceutica Inc.
Kaiser Permanente
Mercer Health & Benefits
The Philip S. Miller Grant Program

New Belgium Brewing Company
NAMI Arapahoe/Douglas Counties
PAJWELL Foundation
Palace Construction Company
Signal Behavioral Health Network
South Suburban Christian Church
Thresholds, P.C.
VALE Board, 18th Judicial District
Wal Mart #1689 in Aurora

Individual Donors
Veronica Adams
Drs. Gail and Darrell Adams
Marilyn Adkins
Kevin Albert,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Anonymous (9)
Anonymous,
in honor of Robert L. Murphy
Anonymous,
in memory of Harriet Anderson
Anonymous,
in honor of her son
Darci Archer
Robert Bachus
Leah Bassity
Lois Lyon Bellis
Susan Black, M.D.
Susan Boley,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
David Bolocofsky
Randy Braun
Anita Brown
Thomas and Mary Cay Burger
Sandra Clark
M. Michael and Dennis Cooke
David E. Cooper,
in memory of Verna Lanyon
Diane and Steve Cruickshank
Carolyn Dacres,
in memory of George Dacres
Shelley and John Daly
Jo Ellen Davidson
Joy deGraffenried

Cory and Attila Denes
Mary Dice
Joan and Vince DiMaria
Melissa Dundas
Florence Dusty
Pat and Don Echtermeyer
Laurie and Steve Elliott
Diane and Harry Ellison
Beverly Engel,
in memory of Verna Lanyon
Scott Fisher
Thomas Flanagan
Jean Flynn
Barbara Goldberg
Nikolas Golosow M.D.
Mary Jane and Robert Gordon
Peggy Gordon
Michael Hankinson
Heidi Hendrycks
Julie Holtz,
in honor of Rob Holtz
Richard Horrocks
Frank Indiano
Margo and Gary Jamieson,
in honor of Laurie Woodhull
Steve and Barbara Jirsa
Melissa and Bradley Johnson
Rhoda and Joseph Kaplan,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Steven L. Kennedy
Donald and Dona Kitto
Joseph E. Knight

Cathy Lines and Jim O’Brien
Mike and Dianne Lorang
Nancy McDonald
Marla McLain
Lee Anne Merrifield
W.L. and Paul Miller
Carolyn Moershel
Eric Moore
Dan Mosley,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Carolyn O’Brien
Dr. Walter Oppenheim
Kimberley Payne
John Phillips
Gail and Jeff Ploen
Linda Pontius
Jodi Powell
Jay Rabinowitz, M.D.
Tiffany Radel
Sandi Raitz
Diane and Richard Reimer
José Reyes
Elyse Richards
Murray Rodnick
Judy Ross
Janice and Kenneth Roth
Laura Ruehlman and her family
Ruth Ryan
Deborah and Robert Sampson
Donna and Joe Santisteven
Ruth E. Severns,

in memory of Verna Lanyon
Ruth and Glen Sherman
Jennifer Shoen
Camilla Short-Camilli
Loretta Siracusa
Rhea Englander Slavin,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Patrick Sobeck,
in memory of Verna Lanyon
Richard Spiegle
Debbie Stafford
Sandra and Paul Staley
Elsie Stein
John Swenson
Debra L. Tasci,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Scott Thoemke
Kevin Ann and Mark Tieman
Bev Tilman
June Travis
Jim and Ruth Turner
Julie Van Heyningen,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Russell VanNostrand
Carol Villa
Joanne Steinwachs and Michael Weber,
in memory of Joseph Saldaña
Norma Wolf
James C. Woods
Victoria Zanin

In-Kind Donors
Thanks to those who gave goods or services to our auction, the school supplies drive at
Child & Family, or other ADMHN programs.
African Eyes Travel
Mary Ellen Anderson
Darci Archer
Armando’s Ristorante & Pizzeria
Paula Bainbridge
Frankie Ballard
Barbara Becker
Susan Black MD
Jennifer Burns
Crocs, Inc.
Joy deGraffenried
Dream Dinners
Alyce Duckworth
Melissa Dundas
Brett Dunlap

Enstrom’s
Stephanie Firman
Pamala Fowler
Frontier Airlines
Jean Hanna
Shirley Lamb
Judy Langley
Life Cycle Balloon Adventures, Ltd.
Lockton Companies, LLC
Carolyn Moershel
New Belgium Brewing Company
Newsradio 850 KOA
Opus Restaurant
The Palm Restaurant
Penny Parker

The Passionate Palette
Paw Prints
The Pooch Mobile
José Reyes
Rotors of the Rockies
Sanctuary
SkyVenture Colorado
South Suburban Christian Church
String Beads
Town Hall Arts Center
Tricia Turpenoff Photography
Westcliffe Publishing Company
Whole Foods Market

Arapahoe/Douglas
Mental Health Network
Board of Directors
2006–2007
Steven L. Kennedy
Board President
Gail E. Ploen
Board Vice President
John R. Phillips
Board Secretary/Treasurer
R. Anita Brown
Attila C. Denes
Thomas J. Flanagan, Jr.
Jean M. Flynn

Memorial Gifts
In Memory of Joseph Saldaña
Kevin Albert
Cheryl, Scott, Alyssa and Josh Berman
Susan Boley
The Colorado Family Center
Debbie Gauchat
Constance and Charles Giarratana
Lorie and David Gose
Gwen and Daniel Grant
Frank D. Haurwitz
Interdisciplinary Committee on Child
Custody

Rhoda and Joseph Kaplan
Kathleen Orme Kennedy and James
Kennedy
Dan Mosley
Virginia H. Poor
Howie Schweber
Rhea Englander Slavin
Debra L. Tasci
Scott Thoemke
Julie Van Heyningen
Sue A. Waters
Joanne Steinwachs and Michael Weber

Margaret M. Gordon
In memory of Harriett Anderson
Anonymous

Michael J. Hankinson

In memory of Verna Lanyon
Patrick Sobeck
Ruth E. Severns
Beverly Engel
David E. Cooper

Kimberley A. Payne

In memory of George Dacres
Carolyn Dacres

Jerry Gartner
Carrie and Greg
Gilmore
Nik Golosow
Peggy Gordon

Brenda Greicar
Dick Horrocks
Debbie Jessup
Robin Jester
Steve Kennedy

Stacey Kipper
Jen Koberstein
Marc Lumpkin
Tom May
Jan Mueller

Dr. José Reyes
Dr. Richard F. Spiegle
Paul F. Staley

Appointed Directors
Melanie A. Worley
Douglas County Commissioner
Susan Beckman
Arapahoe County Commissioner

Auction Purchases
Barb Becker
Cindy Cearly
Phil Debus
Chris and Melissa
Dundas

Thomas Bay

Tom Olezeski
Mary Pierce
Gail Ploen
Lynn Ritchie
Mike Surran

Scott Thoemke
Lisa Traudt
Ellie Turner
Russ VanNostrand

Ex Officio Board Member
Scott R. Thoemke
Executive Director/CEO, ADMHN

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these lists.
Please contact the Development Office at 303.793.9601 to inform us of any omissions or errors.

Volunteers
Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network is strengthened by the support of our volunteers. Thank you all for those most precious gifts of your skills and
talents, your energy and enthusiasm for our mission, and your time. You are a welcome presence throughout ADMHN. We’re grateful that you choose to give
to Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network in this way.

Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network Staff 2006–2007
Mary Acker BSW
David Aho
Eva Al-qubaisi
Jesse Andrews LPC
Lisa Angello
Cassie Aragon
Darci Archer
Krysta Arrowsmith
Ronald Augustine LPC
Robert Bachus MD
Jessica Backes
Yakov Balaban
John Barton LPC
Edward Bauer
Barbara Becker LPC
Kelly Belin PsyD
Tricia Bennett
Susan Bernard
Jan Binnicker
Katie Bisbee
Darilyn Bixenman LPC
Susan Black MD
Anjuli Black
Dustin Blumer
Jennifer Bock LPC
Jan Bonnett LCSW
Caroline Boynton
Allison Brittsan LPC
Terri Brown LRN
Matthew Burke MD
Jennifer Burns LCSW
Nicole Cable
David Cahill
Tara Campana
Grant Cannizzaro LCSW
Casey Casler MSW
Edward Chase LPC
Richard Chavez
Trina Chew MSW
Anthony Christofano
Wei-kheng Chyc BSW
Rita Clark
Teri Classick LCSW
Lauren Clements
Elon Cohen
Robert Coleman
Jane Collins
James Cosby LCSW
Cynthia Cox LCSW
Shannon Craft
Amy Craig
Peter Czolowski VRW III
Carolyn Dacres RxN
Rachel Dalpiaz LCSW
Karen Dana MD
Cheryl Dasler MD
Tim Davis LPC
Jamie DeBartolomeis
Joy DeGraffenried LPC
Jennifer DeHerrera

Lucy Demuth LPC
Christi Denlinger
Kristina Dice
Mary Dice
Kathleen Dichter
Joan DiMaria MSN, RN,
CAC III
Whitney Dittmar
Denny Dixon MSW
Bette Doiron
Megan Doyle
Christopher Drew MD
Alyce Duckworth LCSW
Debra Dykes LPC
Laurie Elliott LCSW
John Emmons LPC
Sherry Engleman
Keri Feil
Heather Ferguson
Sandra Forte
Pamala Fowler
Katrina Frazier
Anna Frazier
Stewart Gabel MD
Melissa Gallegos
Brian Gallegos
Eli Galvan
Julie Garrimone
Jack Gialanella
Nadine Gill
Dave Gilliland-Mallo
LCSW
Roosevelt Glover
Yvonne Goldtrap
Nikolas Golosow MD
Andrew Gonzales
Kendra Gookin
Frank Gordon LCSW
Richard Grace
Randy Graham LPC
Vienna Grant
Sara Greenberg
Allison Greene
Brenda Grulke LPC
Heather Guthrie LCSW
Debi Gutierrez
Gena Hall
Cynthia Hamilton LPC
Suzanne Handler
Jean Hanna LPC
Jennifer Harries
Cathy Harris RN
Don Hartsock
Katie Hasselgren
Nadine Hassemer
Patricia Hein LPC
Dana Henderson
Margaret Hendrick LRN
Maria Herriges
Sarah Herscovici

Eric Hill
Caroline Hill
Josette Hizon
Lori Holland MD
Tina Holland LRN
James Holloman
Carla Hoskins
Judy Hu MD
Erin Jacklin
Paul Jacobson LPC
Melissa Jaques
Karen Jaramillo
Robin Jester
Mary Kay Johnson LPC
Cynthia Johnson
Kristin Jones LCSW
Nancy Kagan MSW
Talitha Karges
Christopher Kates
Daiga Keller
John Kelley
Deborah Kessel LPC
Erin Kiifner
Marylyn Kilcrease LRN
Amity King
Jason Kioko
Aimee Kluczynski
LCSW
James Koerber
Melvin Kolb DO
Judy Konegni
Vicky Konruff
Charles Kudlauskas
Andrea Lacina LRN
Jeffrey Lamb
Shirley Lamb LRN
Jule Lane LCSW
Judy Langley
Patricia LaPlante LPC
Amber Laughlin LPC
Robert Lavely
Christopher Leiker LPC
Andrea Lengacher
Juanita Leon
Melissa Lewis
William Lewis PsyD
Barbara Lewis LRN
Laurel Leyba
Joseph Liber
Julie Lind
Gary Lyon
Debra Lyons LCSW
William Madden
Michael Maestri
Christine Maestri
Kerry Mahoney LCSW
Heather Marlen
Sally Mason MSW
Linda Maven
Marcia McCarroll

Jamila McCoy
Nancy McDonald LRN
Lisa McGloin MD
Alison McHenry
Catherine McNair
Teresa McPhee MSW
Crystal Meredith LCSW
Cathy Messier
Brad Metzler
Ruth Michael MD
Cotinghiu Mihail
Michaela Millott MD
Shirley Mitchell
Carolyn Moershel
Tracy Monroe
Eric Moore
Melissa Morgan
Jonel Moseley
Jane Muller LRN
Carla Musser LRN
Alexandra Naday
Michael Nadorff
Cheryl Navarra
Lisa Nelson
Marita Nelson LPC
Deborah Newton
Heather Nobles PsyD
Cyriacus Nwosu
Angela Oneil
Sarah Page LCSW
Petra Pallos
Susan Parker
Darlene Parsons LPC
Shannon Paul
Linda Pearson LRN
Brandy Pearson
Mary Perlinger LPC
Anne Perry
Nina Pesochinsky
Dean Peterson LPC
Mary Platt
Margaret Pleasant
LCSW
Dean Poorman
Mary Powell
Karen Proudfoot
Benita Rabinovich
Tiffany Radel
Sarah Rasmussen LPC
Denise Reed
William Rehg MD
Adam Renfrow
Jeremiah Repinski LPC
Carol Reszka LCSW
Richard Rewey MD
Shawn Reynolds LPC
Sherry Riggs MSW
Jon Roberts
Gymer Rocchio MSW
Murray Rodnick LCSW

Penelope Rollins
Carolyn Rooney LRN
David Rose PsyD
Sandra Rossi
Clydene Ross-Valliere
LRN
Diane Ruby LPC
Laura Ruehlman
Laurie Ruybal
Julie Ryan MSW
Carl Sachs LCSW
Deirdre Sage
Alison Sandler LPC
Donna Santistevan
Rae Ann Santos
Benjamin Sattler
Lindsey Scheid
Cynthia Schermerhorn
LPC
Troy Schlichting
Tracy Schmidt
Karen Schoenhals RxN
Sharon Schumacher
Tiffany Scott LCSW
Cynthia Seabert PsyD
Laurie Selleck
Jessica Seufert
Joseph Sheffield
Denise Shelstad
Milan Shrestha
Kerrie Shulman LPC
Andrea Simons
Loretta Siracusa
Charlotte Skov
Colleen Smith
Janel Souders
Victor Startsev
Judy Stevens
David Stokes
Bethany Strahan
Jessica Straub
Lisa Stull LMFT
Charles Sydebotham

Ashley Taylor
Scott Thoemke, MEd,
CACIII
Dale Thorn LCSW
Beverly Tilman LCSW
Linda Jo Tompkins BSW
Lisa Traudt LMFT
Daniel Tscheschke
Sarah Tunis
Julie Unger LPC
Shawna Urbanski
Karen Vanderslice
Vicki Vanderslice LCSW
David Vibert
Kathleen Voelsing LRN
Veronika Voyages
Bridget Walsh
Jill Warren-Carl LCSW
Aneisa Watson
Bernalle Webb
Dan Weisse LPC
Rachel Weitz
Rebecca Welte
James Whitney LCSW
Sandra Wiley
Christopher Williams
Adam Wilson
Lisa Wilson
Nathan Wittkopp
Christine Wolf LPC
James Wolfe LPC
Henry Woodward
Judy Wooldridge
Kris Worland LRN
Robert Worth LCSW
Lindsey Wyatt
Rita Yeada LRN
Keli Young
Laura Zizmor LCSW

With the death of Patrick Thornton, ADMHN staff lost a good
friend and colleague. Patrick started his career as an ADMHN
intern and went on to work at a number of other mental health
centers, as well as in private practice. He returned to ADMHN in
2007 as a therapist with the Aquarius Center, and was leading
the implementation of the organization’s new Aftercare Program.
Patrick was well known for his gentle, caring way of working
with consumers under the most difficult of circumstances with
limited resources, always going the extra mile to help them. He
was the epitome of a good social worker, and is fondly remembered by all who worked with him or knew him. Patrick passed
away on May 23, 2007.
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Centennial, CO 80112
admhn.org

